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General Comment
,• The possibility of terrorism is a site specific issue at Diablo Canyon and it must be addressed in the

Yenvironmental impact
Sstatement. Private and commercial airplanes fly over the plant because it is not in a no-fly zone. It
S should be because an

'~airplane or a drone could be used for terrorism purposes. Since Diablo Canyon is on the ocean, it is
F• : also vulnerable to

an attack from a boat. The Coast Guard or other policing authority would be too slow to prevent
t, such an attack which

could be carried out fairly quickly.-

• Emergency response is also a site-specific issue because Diablo Canyon is in an area of small
towns with a highway system

• designed for such an area, but it also attracts a very large number of visitors because it is a major
tuitarea. It would be

•2impossible to evacuate or shelter all of the tourists that gather here frequently -- especially in the
Z~summer. Evacuation by zones

as the current plan depends on, will not work because people here know this and they are likely to
want to get out "before.
the rush starts"
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